
RISING TIDE PERMIT TRIP REPORT 
 

By Art Hinckley 
 
(Note:  this fishing diary is a day by day description of a permit trip on the Rising Tide, 
fishing arguably the most productive permit flats on the globe.  The author, Art Hinckley, 
and his fishing companion, Dennis Banks, are joined by a third friend twice a year for a 
nine or ten day trip on the Rising Tide.  These are dedicated permit trips and their entire 
focus is on stalking permit.  Dennis has now released 64 permit and Art is at 121.  His 
report reflects the reality that is permit fishing.  This trip allows access to waters where 
they seldom see another angler.  They have the flexibility to move almost daily, 
depending on the number of fish they are seeing.  This trip was a very average trip as far 
as results go for this group – 11 fish released.  Their best trip was 23 permit released.) 
 
Arrival day - We headed out to Robinson in the pangas after landing. We didn't see much 
there so Dean took The Rising Tide to Bluefield. Chuck got a couple shots, but that was 
it.  
 
Day 1 - Beautiful weather at Bluefield with 10-15 SE wind. I was with Noel and got 
around 15 shots with no luck. I did have a small one eat my fly without hooking up. 
Dennis was with Dean and got one 7 lbs from the boat right before lunch. Chuck and 
Eddie didn't get one and neither Dennis or Chuck got very many shots so we moved to 
Sand Fly in the late afternoon. 
                                                                                                                                                     
Day 2 - Beautiful weather at Sand Fly with 5-10 E wind.  I got one 16 lbs (below) with 
Dean while wading early morning and got a couple more good shots with no luck. 
Neither Dennis with Eddie or Chuck with Noel 
got very many shots, but Dennis had one eat his 
fly without hooking up.  Late afternoon we 
moved to Blue Grounds.  
 
Day 3 - Beautiful weather at Blue Grounds with 
5-15 E wind changing to NW and then to NE late 
afternoon. I got one 10 lbs early morning while 
wading with Eddie and then didn't get another 
decent shot until about 5 pm. Dennis with Noel 
only got a couple good shots. Chuck with Dean 
got around 15 good shots with no luck.  
 
Day 4 - Started out partly cloudy with 10-15 W 
wind then turned calm mid morning and ended with 10 E wind in the afternoon. I caught 
two with Noel, 7 lbs early morning while wading and one a little smaller mid morning 
from the boat. I only got 4 more shots the rest of the day for a total of 6 shots. Chuck also 
got two with Eddie both from the boat about the same size as my two and only had 3 
shots all day. Dennis with Dean had 5 shots with no luck. Late afternoon we moved back 
to Sand Fly.  
 
Day 5 - Started cloudy with 15 W wind. No permit anywhere so we came back in for a 
couple hours. Late morning the wind died down and it became sunny. The wind changed 
to E 10-15 in the afternoon. I never got a shot all day with Dean. Chuck got 2 shots with 
Noel and had 3 eat his fly out of the same school, but didn't hook up. Afterward he 
realized the first permit had crushed the hook sideways against his fly. Dennis got 3 shots 



with Eddie and caught two, 20 and 10 lbs both from the boat. After he leadered the 20 lb 
permit, the rod broke as they were netting it and it got away so it wasn't weighed, but 
Eddie estimated it to be 20 lbs. They went back to The Rising Tide to get another rod, 
went back out and almost immediately caught the next one. Late afternoon we moved 
back to Robinson.  
 
Day 6 - Started cloudy with 10 W wind. Became calm and sunny midday and then 10 E 
wind in the afternoon. I was with Eddie and didn't get a shot until 3:30 and ended up with 
3 shots. Chuck was with Dean and got 3 shots also. Dennis was with Noel and got 1 shot. 
No one had any luck.  
 
Day 7 - Started cloudy with 10-15 W wind. Became calm and sunny midday and 10-15 E 
wind late afternoon. I was with Noel and didn't get a shot until late afternoon and ended 
up with 5 shots. Chuck with Eddie only got 1 shot. Dennis was with Dean and got 5 shots 
and two hookups out of the same school, but both came off after a short time.  
 
Day 8 - Started cloudy with a 10-15 W wind. Became calm and sunny midday and 10-15 
E wind late afternoon. I was with Dean. We stayed at Robinson all day and never got a 
shot. I never could imagine I would get no shots two times in a row fishing with Dean in 
nice weather. Pretty sure that will never happen again. Chuck with Noel and Dennis with 
Eddie both went to Sand Fly and fished their way back. Chuck got 5 shots and got one 6 
lbs from the boat at Sand Fly. Dennis got 2 shots and got one 6 lbs from the boat at 
Bluefield. Moved The Rising Tide back to Belize City after we were done fishing.  
 
Departure Day - Our flight wasn't until 12:45 so Chuck and I went out with Eddie and 
Noel for a couple hours at Robinson. It started out cloudy with 15 E wind and the weather 
got worse as the morning went on. Neither of us saw anything.  
 
The guides were all great as usual and Radiance did a great job in the kitchen and on the 
boat. Eddie ended up with 6, Noel 3 and Dean 2. That's three trips in a row the Eddie has 
topped the guides with the most permit. Dennis and I each got 4 and Chuck got 3. Overall 
the fishing was extremely slow so we were happy to catch 11. We think the west wind in 
the morning, which is unusual, was keeping most the permit off the flats for the day.  
 
 


